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By Minjung, AWN reporterBy Minjung, AWN reporterBy Minjung, AWN reporterBy Minjung, AWN reporter

It has been revealed that police took
an undocumented worker, who was being
treated in hospital, into custody.
At 11 in the morning on June 30,

policemen from Gangseo Police Office
arrested Mr. A, a Pakistani
undocumented worker who had been
injured in a car accident and was being
treated in hospital.
Mr. A into the back of his friend’s car

on June 1, which was hit by another car,
that was being driven by a drunk. He
had serious injuries to his arms and
shoulders bones and received treatment
at Busan Medical Center. Even after
being released form hospital, he was still
going to need to have regular medical
care.

During his time in hospital, police
came to interview Mr. A about the
accident, and Mr. A responded sincerely.
However, on the day he was to be
released from hospital, three policemen
came to the hospital and forcibly took
him to the immigration office and held
him in custody for four days, even
though he still needed to have treatment
as an outpatient.
On the same day, the Committee for

Migrant Workers' Rights in Busan &
Gyeongnam, organized by labor and

human rights groups visited the
immigration office and cried out against
their inhuman actions.
On July 6, assembled together in front

of Gangseo Police Office voicing their
objection to the police’s inhumane action
of holding a migrant worker who required
medical treatment.

During the gathering, Mr. A said,
"When police investigated the accident,
they said that I’d best get well quickly
and make money to go back to my
country. Yet, they forcibly took me to the
immigration office on my release from
the hospital. If we can’t trust the police
and government, whom can the poor and
the weak appeal to?"

After the demonstration, they held talks
with a traffic department head that said,
"When we recognize that he/she is

undocumented, we
have to report
him/her to the
immigration office.
Otherwise, it is

obviously a
neglect of our
duty. We can’t
ignore the present
law."

The committee
responded to him
arguing, "There is
a visa system for
special stay for
u n d o c umen t e d
workers under
medical care."

He answered,
"The matter does
not regard us, but
it does regard the
immigration office."

Owing to the
c o m m i t t e e ’ s
protests and press
influence, Mr. A
was released from
I m m i g r a t i o n
custody with a
G-1 visa on July
1; four days after
he was taken into

custody.

It was a great shame and shock that
the police arrested an undocumented
worker at a hospital the Ministry of
Health and Welfare had designated as a
health care center for undocumented
workers.
A manager at Busan Medical Center

said, "Our hospital never reports
undocumented workers to police or the
immigration office. But we can’t help it
when the police already know his or her
legal status."
The committee said, "We should try

hard not to have such an inhuman act
occur again. Forced crackdowns and
deportation must be stopped."

The committee planned to have
interviews with staff at Busan Medical
Center on July 19. AWNAWNAWNAWN
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Beyond HumanismBeyond HumanismBeyond HumanismBeyond HumanismBeyond HumanismBeyond HumanismBeyond HumanismBeyond Humanism
By Kim Min-jung, editor of AWNBy Kim Min-jung, editor of AWNBy Kim Min-jung, editor of AWNBy Kim Min-jung, editor of AWN

I got really terrible experience a few weeks ago. When I
went to the hospital for Pakistani A's discharge, I heard from
a nurse "Didn't you know it? Three policemen took Pakistani
A in this morning." she said. The happening gave me a great
shock.

The matter came about to Mr. A who got a traffic accident
in early of June and had admitted to Busan Medical Center
for a bone operation and treatment. Busan Medical Center
was one of the hospital for supporting undocumented migrant
workers without medical insurance sponsored by the Ministry
of Health and Welfare. That was why he had admitted the
hospital because of money problem and he also embrace to
accident investigation by policemen during hospitalization. But
the policemen entered to his room in the hospital at the date
of his discharging and forced to take him to the Immigration
office even though Mr. A needed additional treatment.

After that, we held a protestant rally in front of Gangseo
Police Station. At that time, the policemen in charge of the
matter said surely, "It's our duty that we take undocumented
workers to the Immigration when we recognize it."
We responded with humanism logic "How did you try to

deport a patient who need more treatment even though he

was a undocumented worker!"
But I found that the humanism is not much stronger than

their position. Because we only could say "Please, give him
more treatment because he is patient, even if he is a person
to deportation."

Most of people start to help migrant workers with sympathy
at the beginning as same human beings. This humanism is
very resonable feeling of human beings. So, appeal to the
humanism is easy to win social response, in the contrary, it
has limitation clearly. If migrant workers are not victims any
more, if they get equal rights as much as Koreans, if they
get social vested interests, it will not take so long time to
provoke antipathy in our society.

Therefore, with looking at abuses of human rights by police
officers, I ask "Is it really fair the gap between documented
and undocumented workers?" before demanding that
undocumented workers also have right to get medical
service." Moreover, I came to regard that our human rights
activities must do for equality and harmony of whole human
beings beyond humanism, and we should make a solidarity
without social level. AWNAWNAWNAWN
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in Mongoliain Mongoliain Mongoliain Mongoliain Mongoliain Mongoliain Mongoliain Mongolia
By Baira, Migrant worker from MongoliaBy Baira, Migrant worker from MongoliaBy Baira, Migrant worker from MongoliaBy Baira, Migrant worker from Mongolia

“Do you have cars in Mongolia? Any department store? Do
you ride a horse to go to your home?"
These are questions I had in Korea.
I wonder why Korean ask me such questions. Whenever they

ask me such question, I lost my word and feel like they are
some kind of idiots.

Before entering Korea, I worked as a car salesman for 3
years for Mercedes Benz in Ulaanbaatar. Of course, there are
expensive cars like Mercedes Benz in Mongolia as well as it
does in Korea. In some of rural area, people still ride horse but
for me, I rarely see people with horse in Ulaanbaatar. I believe
this nonsense is due to TV program with Mongolian riding horse
in prairie.

Contrast to Korean people's vision of Mongolia, I drew a
picture of much nicer cars on straight roads everywhere and
luxurious multi-story buildings in Korea. So I dreamed one of
my job will be the one of those place.

I began my first job in Changwon. From 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., I
was given welding as my job. It was my first manufacturing
experience but because of managers who always shout hurry up
all the time I learned welding know-how really in short amount
of times. (I had to!)

However, unlike what they ask us to do, keep haste and
hard-work, I learned those Korean managers always spied on
their boss' presence and try to read their faces.
Supervisor or manager force us to hurry up but they do

something else when there is no boss present at the work-site.
They made jokes and laugh each other but suddenly stoped
and pretended as if they were working if their boss come in.
When I witnessed one of the supervisors chatting right beside

trash bin pretending cleaning the bin so hard in front of his
boss' sudden visit, I lost my word what to say.
Not only supervisors and managers but I also couldn't

understand the owner of the manufactory. Time to time, he
visited and looked around the site with angry facial expression.
He gave us some feelings of surveillance and disappear.

I have listed complaints so far and actually I have never met
any bad Korean outside of factory. They were all kind and
warm. Behind bright signs of tall buildings, there are small
factories as good and nice people behind people pushing and
monitoring us all the times at work-site.

It it same in Mongolia too. There are nice and bad people.
Countless horses and prairies and tall buildings and numerous
cars in cities. I hope more and more Korean visit Mongolia and
experience the real life in Mongolia. I hope they ride horse in
beautiful prairies as well. AWNAWNAWNAWN
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Nationality of Industrial AccidentsNationality of Industrial AccidentsNationality of Industrial AccidentsNationality of Industrial AccidentsNationality of Industrial AccidentsNationality of Industrial AccidentsNationality of Industrial AccidentsNationality of Industrial Accidents
By Seon Kyong, FWR CounselorBy Seon Kyong, FWR CounselorBy Seon Kyong, FWR CounselorBy Seon Kyong, FWR Counselor

On the day of my first industrial accident education at
FWR, I was quite disappointed to learn how the Korea Labor
Welfare Corporation (KLWC) appropriates compensation.
Industrial accident compensation appropriated by KLWC is

fixed according to a worker’s average pay and the
seriousness of the accident. In one instance, one man who
had damaged his fingers was being paid one hundred million
won per month, while another, who was suffering from the
same injury, was being paid two hundred million won per
month.
Some might ask isn’t it reasonable that the value of a

finger differs according to a person’s productivity? But then I
want to ask, is the value of a small company worker’s labor
worth less than that of a teacher’s labor? Also, doesn’t an
industrial accident have more impact on a manual laborer
than on a white-collar worker?
What is worse is that industrial accident compensation for

migrant workers is always fixed to the lowest amount because
their pay is set to the absolute minimum wage. Also, when a
worker has an industrial accident, the company pays for a
small amount of compensation, and the court sets the
amount to be paid based on the average wage of the
worker’s home country.
Two workers, who work at a same company for same pay,

happen to possess fingers with different prices because of

their different nationalities; one is Korean, the other a migrant.
Some might say, "What is the problem of calculating
compensation based on the average wage of one’s home
country, assuming the loss of the worker after returning to
his/her homeland?" In view of this very ‘thoughtful concern’,
is there room to consider the possibility of one suffering the
same accident in the homeland?

An industrial accident a migrant worker might experience in
Korea occurs on the level of Korean industrial development.
When there is profit earned by development, there is loss of
expenditure.
Let’s say 100 is the total amount of expenditure after

development, such as pollution, industrial accidents, mental
stress, etc. Then, Korea is cutting down 20 percent to 25
percent of the expenses through employing migrant workers.
If Korean society pays only 25 or 20 percent of the
expenditure to reap the benefits and convenience brought by
development, what else is it, except extraction?
This is what I thought after learning from a lawyer who I

consulted to get some advice from regarding industrial
accident compensation for a Chinese compatriot, who will
receive a different amount of recompense if he becomes a
Korean citizen.
After all, there is fear and great disappointment after

acknowledging that this very developed and advanced country
has been created through gigantic exploitation.

UMWs Can Get Medical FeeUMWs Can Get Medical FeeUMWs Can Get Medical FeeUMWs Can Get Medical FeeUMWs Can Get Medical FeeUMWs Can Get Medical FeeUMWs Can Get Medical FeeUMWs Can Get Medical Fee
SupportSupportSupportSupportSupportSupportSupportSupport

Undocumented workers can now freely go to doctors.
They were previously unable to do so because of fear
of arrest. However, since the beginning of July, the
Korean government supports a maximum of 10 thousand
won for undocumented migrant workers and their
children.
On the June 29, the Ministry of Justice (MOJ) and the

Ministry of Health and Welfare (MOHW) declared that
they would start the support service for undocumented
workers with health issues from July 1. MOHW has
planned a 4.6 million won budget for this service. It will
provide up to 5000 thousand won in assistance, but if
the patient has a serious illness, 10 thousand won will
be paid.
However, the number of authorized doctors offering

the service is just 58 in the whole of South Korea, and
workers have to substantiate that they became ill in
Korea if they have been in Korea for less than 90 days.
Except for this condition, almost all undocumented
workers can use this service.
An MOHW officer insisted, "I understand that

undocumented workers might be reluctant to use this
service due to harsh crackdowns, but we are not going
to seek out undocumented workers in hospitals." MOJ
also said that it would not regulate ill undocumented
workers.

An MOJ officer said, "Although some workers who
come to authorized doctor's offices are in Korea
illegally, I think a proper health service for patients is
more important than regulation of undocumented
workers."

Minimum Wage 3,480 WonMinimum Wage 3,480 WonMinimum Wage 3,480 WonMinimum Wage 3,480 WonMinimum Wage 3,480 WonMinimum Wage 3,480 WonMinimum Wage 3,480 WonMinimum Wage 3,480 Won
from year 2007from year 2007from year 2007from year 2007from year 2007from year 2007from year 2007from year 2007

The legal minimum wage for year 2007 is set to 3,480 won per
hour, which is increased by 12.3% from that for last year. When
calculated per day, the minimum wage is 27,840 won. Calculated
per month, if it is of 44 hours per week, the minimum wage is
786,480 won; if it is of 40 hours per week, the minimum wage is
727,320 won.

The Minimum Wage Council began the fifth all-member meeting
at two p.m. on last 28th, and after a long meeting decided this
amount of minimum wage on 29th.

At this meeting the representatives of laborers and the managers
proposed four amendments, and at last the amendment of 3,480
won(increase of 12.3%) proposed by the public member was set
on the decisive vote. As the result of the vote by the members of
the council, the public amendment was adopted, with 16
supporters and 9 opponents out of 25 members.

In this meeting the representatives of laborers proposed
amendments decreased from 3,700 won (19.4%) proposed at the
fourth all-member meeting of last 26th to 3,670 won (18.4%) –
3,590 won (15.8%) 3,505 won (13.1%) 3,490 won (12.6%). The– –
representatives of managers also proposed amendments increased
from 3,285 won (6.2%) to 3,305 won (6.6%) 3,385 won (9.2%)– –
3,440 won (11%) 3,470 won (11.9%).–

At the process of negotiation the public members of the Council,
who originally proposed the amendments of increase of 10.6% -
13.1%, requested both sides a joint agreement; however, since
they failed to negotiate with the different opinions, they eventually
asked for the decisive vote at the final amendment proposed by
them themselves. <The Law Times> April 29, 2006<The Law Times> April 29, 2006<The Law Times> April 29, 2006<The Law Times> April 29, 2006 AWNAWNAWNAWN
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TUJVs Under Minimum Wage SystemTUJVs Under Minimum Wage System
- Decision at Daegu District Court -- Decision at Daegu District Court -

It was ruled that the legal minimum wage system should
apply to TUJVs (Trainees Under Joint Venture) who are sent
from Korean businesses' offshore operations.
On July 11, in Civil Court III of the Daegu district court,

presiding judge Jung Yong-dal, made a decision in favor of
the plaintiff, Chinese TUJVs and a migrant worker
organization, and their intermediate appeal asking for payment
from a textile business in Gumi.
The judge stated that, "If TUJVs are under the instruction

and direction of a business and are paid by the company,
they should be covered under the Labor Standard Act and the
Minimum Wage System. "The cooked-up labor contract looks

like the subsidiary company in China, financed by the textile
business in Gumi, pays TUJVs, but the Gumi company paid
their wages. Therefore, the TUJVs can get the difference
between the legal minimum wage and their actual wage from
the Gumi company."
The Chinese TUJVs were sent to the headquarters from the

Chinese subsidiary company financed by the textile business
and worked 12 hours a day. They received 50,000 won a
month for spending expenses and 150,000 won a month for
their families in China. However, they did not get other
allowances the business had promised to pay and they took
action. <The Maeil, July 11, 2006><The Maeil, July 11, 2006><The Maeil, July 11, 2006><The Maeil, July 11, 2006> AWNAWNAWNAWN

Spread of the Five-day Workweek on July 1Spread of the Five-day Workweek on July 1
- Joy and Sorrow -- Joy and Sorrow -

Some employers are complaining about higher wages and
the five-day work week, which is to come into effect in
workplaces with one hundred or more regular workers on July
1. In addition, working hours are expected to become more
polarized among workers because workers in local workplaces
with one hundred or more workers, which accounts for a
large majority of businesses in the Daegu and Gyeongbuk
areas, do not benefit from shorter working hours.

According to 2004 statistics, based on businesses in Daegu
city and Gyeongbuk province, 170,000 workers from 237
businesses under the five-day workweek increased to 308,000
workers in 1,113 businesses as the forty-hour work week
became effective in workplaces with three hundred workers or
more, and has spread to workplaces with one hundred
workers or more with 64,000 workers in 427 businesses in
Daegu and 73,000 workers in 449 businesses in Gyeongbuk.

However, small-scale businesses, less than one hundred
workers, have an absolute majority in Dague and Gyeongbuk.
Therefore, 99.6 percent of 1,500 businesses in Daegu are

not going to benefit from the five-day workweek until 2007.
Specifically, the five-day workweek is going to be enforced in
workplaces more than fifty workers in 2007, in workplaces
more than twenty workers in 2008, and less than twenty
workers in 2011. The problem is that 96.7 percent of the
companies in Daegu are small companies with less than
twenty workers.

A labor union member in Sungseo, Daegu pointed out that,
"Far from benefiting from the five-day work week, we have to
work, not only on some Saturdays and Sundays, but also on
some holidays. On the contrary, our working hours are getting
longer." <The Maeil> July 1, 2006<The Maeil> July 1, 2006<The Maeil> July 1, 2006<The Maeil> July 1, 2006 AWNAWNAWNAWN

International Marriage - One in Ten CouplesInternational Marriage - One in Ten Couples
"In 2004, the rate of interracial marriage reached about 11%.
In farming and fishing villages alone, the rate of interracial

marriage occupied as much as 27%."
These results were stated in the report, ‘The task of Korean

society emerging in a multi-national and multi-cultural society
and the increase of interracial marriage’, by Han Geon-su,
professor of cultural anthropology at Gang Won University,
released by the Press Council of Korean Catholics held on 23
June.
Professor Han announced that, "In 1990 the number of

foreign women who married Korean men was just 619. Since
then the number of interracial marriages had increased, and in
1994 proportion of interracial marriage accounted for 11.4 % of
all marriages in Korea, among which the proportion of Korean
men married to foreign women accounted for 72%."
He also argued that, "The total number of registered

marriages in 2004 was 6229, among which the number of
marriages to foreign people was 1814.

Farming and fishing villages alone, accounted for 27.4% of
these interracial marriages, in 2005 the amount had increased
to 35.7%." "The increase of interracial marriages requires
Korean society to reconstruct the concept of 'ethnicity' and
'nation', but Korean society still considers both equally",
Professor Han said. He added, "Now it is the time to apply

multicultural
a n a l y s i s
f r amework
(embracing
all races,
nations and
genders) to
o b s e r v e
K o r e a n
society.
W e

s h o u l d n ' t
reconstruct
the national
i d e n t i t y

restricted to the nation-state, but on the identity of Korean
people and a Korean nation based on multicultural civil rights or
global dimensions."

After Prof. Han's presentation, Kang Seung-su, a
representative from Support Migrant Families by Marriage,
addressed the difficulties facing foreign women who marry
Koreans and live in Korea and the solutions, under the heading
of 'The realities of the migrant family by marriage observed at
the scene'. AWNAWNAWNAWN
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Migrant Worker Severely Insured DuringMigrant Worker Severely Insured During
CrackdownCrackdown - in coma for two months- in coma for two months

An undocumented migrant worker from China, Jang Shu Ai,
who was trying to escape a crackdown, and was severely
injured and fell into a coma for two months, is on the brink of
death.
Hospital costs of tens of millions of won are yet to be paid,

and because Jang cannot be covered by any compensation, his
colleagues have begun a fund raising program.
Relative organizations, like the Gyeongnam Migrant Worker's

Center (GMWC) and the Korean Confederation of Trade Unions,
Gyeongnam Headquarters and its director, Lee Heung-seok,
have set out to help Jang. And not just migrant workers from
other foreign countries have become involved in the fund
raising, Korean workers are helping too.

Jang was employed at a company in Changwon, Gyeongnam
as an undocumented worker. He fell from the company
building’s third floor to escape a crackdown by the Masan
Immigration Officials on May 2. He sustained head injuries and
was taken to Changwon Hospital, had an operation, and has
since been in a coma.
The Korea Labor Welfare Corporation had concluded that they

couldn't accept Jang as an industrial accident victim on the
grounds that, 'it's not related to business'. His father and
mother protested against the decision in front of Masan
Immigration Office and the Labor Office. So far hospital costs
have reached 30 million won. According to staff at GMWC, "It
would take 13 years for his parents to earn that money in

China. They have an
elderly mother to
support and are yet to
pay the debts they owe
to send their son to
Korea."
"Fund-raising for

Jang Shu Ai started on
June 26, and so far
1.6million won has
been raised, of which
Gyeongnam Chinese
Association in Korea
donated 1million won.

Participation of
Koreans fund-raising
been slight," said Lee,
director of GMWC.
"I hope a lot of

people donate to this fund-raising campaign for Jan Shu Ai,"
he added. Donations can be made to:

경남은행Kyeng-Nam Bank ( )
Account Number - 678-22-0020321
Account Name Lee Cheol-seung–

The Ministry of Labor signed the memorandum of
understanding (MOU) with Pakistan to introduce the workforce
following EPS on June 26, 2006. The Committee of Foreign
Workforce Policy, which had been held on May 14 by Korean
government, added 4 countries; Uzbekistan, Pakistan, China,
and Cambodia as the 2006~2007’s workforce introducing
countries.
So far there are 8 countries which signed MOU with Korea;

Philippine, Mongol, Sri Lanka, Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia,
and Uzbekistan.

Following the principles of general introduction system, this
time the concluded MOU clearly stated the OEC (Overseas
Employment Corporate) of the bureau within Pakistan Ministry
of Labor as workforce sending institute.
MOU suggested several standards of choosing job hunters:

the possibly written-up age on the list of job hunter (18~40),
pass of the Korean Proficiency Test, healthy medical checkup
record. Basic obligation to supervise the worker by Pakistan
government was also regulated such as prevention the laborer
from leaving the workplace without notice, and guarantee the
returning if the worker voluntarily leaves Korea.

The conclusion of MOU will result in deciding the
expenditure of entry to Korea and choosing the preliminary
education institute, building up computer infrastructure by the
institute in charge of sending the workforce, and training
workers of the institution in charge of sending workforce. The
MOL is anticipating Pakistan workers will come after the late
of this year after following procedures like the Korean
Proficiency Test etc. <Labor Today> June 26, 2006<Labor Today> June 26, 2006<Labor Today> June 26, 2006<Labor Today> June 26, 2006

Various types of outlaw cases, which violate the minimum
wage and the labor contract, were revealed 4 out of 10
companies hiring the foreign workers in Incheon city.

According to the Gyeongin Regional Labor Ministry, 58
companies against laws were uncovered on June 7 after
guide-check investigation to the companies employing
foreigners in Incheon.

This inspection was carried out from April to June,
targeting at 131 companies such as ones hiring migrant
workers more than 5 and construction sites employing a lot
of migrant workers etc.
After the inspection, 30 companies were uncovered

because reverence pay hasn’t been paid, or because the
employer haven’t executed the obligation of joining in
guarantee insurance which should be paid 20,000 won (per
laborer) every year to prepare for the delayed payment, 17
companies breached the labor contract, and 100 companies
disobeyed the law of minimum wage.
As a result, 44 percent out of inspected companies were

reported to break the laws.

The officer in Gyeongin Regional Labor Ministry said “the
inspection was carried out so as to make legitimate practice
of migrant worker employment take root through continuous
employment control toward the workplace hiring migrant
workers. Violate facts were pointed and said to be corrected.
If disobedient, penalty will be imposed, or violated facts will
be brought to justice.” <Cookie News> July 8, 2006<Cookie News> July 8, 2006<Cookie News> July 8, 2006<Cookie News> July 8, 2006
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Harsh Action Confronts in CriticismHarsh Action Confronts in CriticismHarsh Action Confronts in CriticismHarsh Action Confronts in CriticismHarsh Action Confronts in CriticismHarsh Action Confronts in CriticismHarsh Action Confronts in CriticismHarsh Action Confronts in Criticism

The police took and rigor ten innocent migrant workers by
force while they were investigating of foreigners’ committed
murder evoke much criticism.

Synthetically, according to the Migrants' Trade Union and
relevant migrant workers, in last passing month 11th, at
about 11 a.m., about six police officials belonging to Ansan
Police station, dropped in Mr. Acep’s self-catering house
without warning, who is an migrant worker from Indonesia,
lives in Wongok-dong, Danwon-gu, Ansan city. During that
morning, the police were investigating about chinese
compatriot’s murdered in the neighborhood.

In that evening, Migrants Trade Union insisted that the
police came into his house with holding a gun and shouted
‘Don’t move and lie on the floor!’ and gave a hard kick on
around three migrant workers’ head and face. The
representative of migrant workers’ association, Acep held a
weekend meeting with 14 migrant workers at that time.
“After that, the police took four migrant workers by force,
demanded to be told murder suspect’s name and be struck
on their head, belly and chest,” Union’s assistant director,

Jung won-sup said. He also insisted that “On 12th, Even
some workers were given medical treatment at the Hospital
in Ansan.”

On this, a policeman in charge said, "While being
inspected a motor vehicle which is taken in closing circuit
television, he suddenly made escape in his car, the place
where the homicide case happens,”
So we seized him and found out his place of residence,

there’s so many foreigners in there unexpectedly, so we
walked all them to the police station to find suspect who
may be together with them.” He also contradicted, "We
investigated some of them who are familiar with suspect in
a murder and it is true that we regulated them with gas
gun, since most of them are unlawful migrants. But we
didn’t do any assault and harsh action to them.”

However, both migrant worker’s union and Ansan
Migrant Workers Center will visit to Ansan police station to
make a protest with the whole picture of the incident on
22nd. <Hankyoreh> June 21, 2006<Hankyoreh> June 21, 2006<Hankyoreh> June 21, 2006<Hankyoreh> June 21, 2006

On June 27, the Migrant Worker Festival Promotion
Committee held a forum for migrant worker's cultural
extension on the 'solution for distinction of a migrant worker
is an important cultural advance that recognizes cultural
differences, as well as a legal, systematic solution, and has
mutual understanding'. Through debate, the Committee
addressed the present condition and problems regarding
migrant worker cultures, and plans group development after
the Migrant Workers’ Festival.

Gumi city distributed 2000 copies of a migrant worker
guidebook through the Catholic Workers’ Cultural Center that
outlines circumstances of everyday life that migrant workers
staying in Gumi. The guidebook was produced so that
migrant workers can understand the history of Gumi, its
culture, transportation system, administration and everyday life.
It also has information on what to do if you are involved in

a traffic accident, in an emergency, or there is a disaster.
The guidebook also outlines Immigration Laws and the

Trade Union Act. Maps of South Korea and Gumi are
included, giving details of hospitals, libraries, immigration
offices, embassies, places of worship and cultural
significance. Copies of the guidebook were published in
English, Chinese, Vietnamese and Indonesian.
(Contact number : 054-455-2816)

The Daejeon Migrant Workers' Support Center has expanded
to include a migrant workers' free clinic, which will be open
every Sunday. The Support Center now also has a service for
migrant women married to Korean men.
For enquiries, please call: (042) 631-6242

In Indonesia, the earthquake that occurred on May 27
caused great damage and left 5000 people dead. The Boxing
Day Tsunami in 2004 has caused great physical and
psychological damage, affecting hundreds of thousands in
Indonesia Ache province.
The Korea Migrant Workers Human Rights Center, located in

Incheon, along with Indonesian migrant workers, has set up a
fund raising account for the survivors of these natural
disasters, and is requesting donations from all of us living in
Korea. It has been named ‘The Bud of Hope’.
Donations will be accepted at:

우리은행Woori Bank( ) 1005-501-038353 (account number)
Depositor Korea Migrant Workers’Human Rights Center–
한국이주노동자인권센타( )

The National Human Rights Commission announced that it
would have a migrant workers' rights forum to approach the
hidden problems of migrant workers', immigration, refugees,
etc. Through the forum, and preparing a common base of
human rights, investigation of human rights support activity,
systematic political improvement, human rights education, and
internal and external solidarity will be included.
The forum is also going to choose experts to advise on

controversial issues, such as the visa and immigration system,
border administration, human trafficking prevention,
deportation, and international marriage.

In preparation of Immigration Law amendments, the Ministry
of Justice held a public forum in the Korea Chamber of
Commerce and Industry conference room on July 12 on the
subject of 'Immigration Law revision of human respect'.
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While a series of rulings on whether retirement allowance
should be paid for foreign industrial trainees were
contradictory to each other, it caused confusion in
companies where industrial trainees are employed. It is time
for the Supreme Court to set a confirmed precedent.

Recently the Busan District Court decided that S
company was not under obligation to pay two Filipino
industrial trainees for their retirement allowance as much as
the period they had worked for the company.
The judge rejected the complaint in the ruling,

"Considering the facts that industrial trainees are supposed
to return to their home after receiving training for two to
three years and training company bear trainees' depart
transportation fee, industrial trainees are not entitled to
receive retirement allowance according to labor standard
law".
However, last May the Court annulled the original

judgement and decided in favor of industrial trainees and
ordered to pay them retirement allowance. The Court ruled
that since industrial trainees worked just like other workers
in substance it was a clear discrimination.

So far the Supreme Court dismissed the appeals
regarding industrial trainees' retirement allowance because
of small-sum civil case.
However, since the lower courts have decided differently

and caused confusion, the Supreme Court was demanded
to make a decision. <Busan Ilbo> July 3, 2006<Busan Ilbo> July 3, 2006<Busan Ilbo> July 3, 2006<Busan Ilbo> July 3, 2006

The Ministry of Labor and Korea Occupational Safety &
Health Agency (KOSHA) started its medical service on
occupational illnesses for migrant workers through its
website http://www.kosha.or.kr/foreignworkers starting July
6.

Any migrant workers can ask them as follows : if
chemical using at workforce is harmful; if your work is
hazardous or risky; how to wear a mask protecting you
from poison or dust; if you have unusual symptom on your
body.
Available languages are both Korean and English. Any

migrant workers can ask their inquiry by Internet, fax or
telephone.
Last year eight Thai workers suffered from multiple nerve

disorder caused by normal-hexane. This year another two
migrant workers died of Stevens Johnson Syndrome and
acute hepatitis poisoned by trichlore ethylene(TCE) and
DMF. These disease were preventable. That's why the
on-line medical service on occupational disease are good
news to migrant workers.

Park Kil-sang, KOSHA president said that migrant workers
had difficulties in having access to information on how to
prevent occupational diseases due to language barrier or
unstable status. “This on-line consultation service will solve
these problems and be made user-friendly, and anonymity
is guaranteed", he added. <Ministry of Labor> July 5, 2006<Ministry of Labor> July 5, 2006<Ministry of Labor> July 5, 2006<Ministry of Labor> July 5, 2006

Michale Bloomburg, mayor of New York warned on July 5 that
if undocumented people were largely deported, economy not

가only in New Yo but also in the States would be collapsed.
Mayor Bloomburg testified at a Senate hearing in Philadelphia
that over three million migrant people were living in New York
and 500,000 of those entered the States illegally.
He said that it was true that they crossed the border illegally.

"However, without them economy in New York city is only bark,
and once they are deported the U.S economy will collapse".
The Senate hearing on immigration was held by Republicans.

Republicans in the House of Representative said that they would
hold nationwide hearings in order to arouse public opinion
against the Senate bill of revising the immigration law including
saving undocumented people.

Republican senators tried to pass the revised immigration law
including a relief provision that once undocumented migrant
people pay penalty of least 3,250 US dollars, commission fee
and delayed tax, they are entitled to apply for green card.
However, an immigration law of the House of Representative

do not include a relief provision. Mayor Bloomburg stressed that
the Congress should give an opportunity to undocumented
migrant people to apply for a green card.

<Newsis> July 6, 2006<Newsis> July 6, 2006<Newsis> July 6, 2006<Newsis> July 6, 2006

Japan get started to adopt migrant workforce when its
population continues to fall. Liberal Democratic Party prepared a
draft plan for migrant workers, which will prolong the period of
their stay and introduce a Japanese Green Card system for
foreign specialists.

The party will submit a revised bill regarding immigration law
as early as next year. According to the draft bill, a migrant
worker will be allowed to extend his or her stay from the current
three years to five years. The party is scrutinizing a measure to
limit allowed types of job not to have a bad influence upon
local employment.
Overseas students will be able to stay one year after their

graduation for getting a job. A plan to grant a green card to
foreigners who have special knowledge or technology including
lawyer is under consideration.

As of 2003, foreigners who stayed in Japan for the purpose
of work reached 186,000. By nationality, 31 percent of those
were Korean, and followed by Chinese (25%), Brazilian (15%)
and Filipino(10%). According to statistics of OECD in 2001,
migrant workers occupied 1.4 percent of the total Japanese
population, which was far below than 11.1% in the U.S and
8.9% in Germany.
The Liberal Democratic party prepared this draft bill because

business circles demanded for easing regulations on migrant
workers. A population between 20 to 64 will be expected to fall
from 78,020,000 in 2005 to 75,610,000 in 2010, and 40 million
in 2050.
However, the party decided to strengthen control and

management on migrant workers considering increasing crime
caused by foreigners. <Donga Ilbo> June 14, 2006<Donga Ilbo> June 14, 2006<Donga Ilbo> June 14, 2006<Donga Ilbo> June 14, 2006
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- Migrant workers including undocumented workers are workers
근로기준법protected by Labor Standard Act.( ) The LaborStandard Act is minimum standard, so contract below the act isno effects.- Workers must be paid once in a month, in cash, directly, onthe date promised.

- Current minimum wage is 3,100 won per hour (by end of2006) 계약서- Workers should keep labor contract ( ).- Workers who have worked at a workplace for over one year퇴직금is eligible to receive severance pay( ). But the employees
at a company should be more than five.- If workers got injured while they are working, they will beprotected by Law on Accident Compensation Insurance.- Workers must keep their passport and registration card. TheImmigration law prohibit custody of workers' ID card by
employer.( If employer seizes your ID card without goodreason, employer will be fined to not exceeding 500,000 won.)

- If you want to quit the job, tell your employer or manager
two weeks before at least. It is true that the company will bedamaged for not being able to find a person to replace you ifyou quit suddenly.- You would better to leave the stuffs (television, gas barrel,etc.) you got from your employer or manager.
- You are paid for the month that you quit normally thepayment day of next month; so it would be better to getpromise from your employer about payment.

- You must have basic information such as your employersname, address and phone number of the company. When youstart working, get a name card of your employer)
- When you start working, check the working condition

(wage, working hours, bonus, etc.) and make labor contract ⇒
oral promise is not enough
- Do not throw away payment envelope(pay slip) in case of
possible future problem. For getting severance pay, you⇒
should keep last 4 months pay slip.
- Do not make your signature on the paper which you don't
know the contents.
- When you got trouble in your workplace, you must protestand demand first. Employers ignore and look down on you,whenever you only endure and keep silent the problem. And theproblem will be continued.

Regardless of nationality, every worker in Korea is subject toits labor laws and has the right to be protected by the law.Also, these laws apply to the industrial trainees as well as theundocumented migrant workers. As the Labor Standard Law isan important guide in order to protect the rights of migrant
workers, you should be familiar with it.

- An employer shall not force a worker to work against his/herfree will by means of assault, threat, confinement or other
method of constraining mental or physical freedom. Theemployer cannot assault or hit a worker for any reason includingin case of accident.

- Wages should be paid to the laborer directly on theagreed date in cash.
- Under no circumstances can the wage be given to anythird person such as introducer, broker, etc.- The full amount of the wage should be paid.- Abolition of Compulsory Savings(2001.7): The employer isnot allowed to deduct part of the wage on the pretext of
savings against the laborer's will.

- The standard of working hours is 8 hours a day and 44hours a week. Overtime labor is possible within the limit of
12 hours per week(average 2 hours per day) with theconsent of workers.- An employer should give at least 30 minutes of recesstime for 4 hours' labor, and at least 1 hour for 8 hours oflabor during working hours, and should let workers use that
time freely.

- If a worker works more than 8 hours a day or more than44 hours a week, he/she is entitled to a 50% surplus
allowance in addition to the normal wage for the period ofovertime. In case of working at night(from 10p.m. to 6a.m.the next day), 150% of the normal wage is added to theovertime allowance.- In order to receive these allowances properly, workers
should maintain a record of hours they worked each time. Itwould be quite useful to keep all their receipt of payment,including the envelop that comes with their wages.

Employer should give the workers who worked continuouslyfor 1 week a paid day-off per week. Paid day-off literallymeans wage should be paid even on a day without working.Paid day-off is mostly allowed on Sunday. Also, even if theydo not work overtime or on holidays, it has no relation to
this clause and so they have to receive a day-off.Accordingly if workers work on days they are supposed tobe off, then they are entitled to 150% of their regular wage.
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